Young Adult Fiction –
Set in the Summer Booklist

- Alex Approximately – Bennett, Jenn
- Along For the Ride – Dessen, Sarah
- Amy & Roger’s Epic Detour – Matson, Morgan
- Five Summers – LaMarche, Una
- Fixing Delilah – Ockler, Sarah
- How My Summer Went Up in Flames – Doktorski, Jennifer Salvato
- It Started With Goodbye – June, Christina
- Last Summer – Abbott, Hailey
- The Last Summer of the Garrett Girls – Spotswood, Jessica
- The Lifeguard – Blumenthal, Deborah
- The Last Summer – Williams, Kathryn
- Love & Gelato – Welch, Jenna Evans
- My Life Next Door – Fitzpatrick, Huntley
- Nantucket Blue – Howland, Leila
- On the Fence – West, Kasie
- Open Road Summer – Lord, Emery
- Rules of Summer – Philbin, Joanna
- Second Chance Summer – Matson, Morgan
- Since You’ve Been Gone – Matson, Morgan
- The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants – Brashares, Ann
- Sleepaway Girls – Calonita, Jen
- Summer Days and Summer Nights – various authors
- The Summer I Turned Pretty – Han, Jenny
- Summer of ’69 – Strasser, Todd
- That Summer – Dessen, Sarah
- Trusting You and Other Lies – Williams, Nicole
- Twenty Boy Summer – Ockler, Sarah
- The Unlikelyes – Firestone, Carrie
- Until We Meet Again – Collins, Renee
- We Were Liars – Lockhart, E.